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International trends highlight the confluence of economics, politics and legal
considerations in the health policy process. Health Economics, Policy and Law
serves as a forum for scholarship on health policy issues from these perspectives,
and will be of use to academics, policy makers and health care managers and
professionals. 

HEPL is international in scope, publishes both theoretical and applied work,
and contains articles on all aspects of health policy. Considerable emphasis is
placed on rigorous conceptual development and analysis, and on the
presentation of empirical evidence that is relevant to the policy process.

The definition of health policy is broad, and includes factors that affect health
but which transcend health care, and factors that only indirectly affect health,
such as legal and economic considerations in medical research. Articles on social
care issues will also be considered.   

The most important output of HEPL is original research articles, although the
editors also encourage readers to propose subjects for editorials, review articles
and debate essays. 
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(Email: hepl@lse.ac.uk). 

2. Original research articles should be between 6,000 and
8,000 words, including tables and figures, with an
accompanying abstract not exceeding 200 words.
Contributors should note the journal’s editorial policy,
which is stated within the inside front cover.  

3. Guest editorials will be invited pieces in which authors will
provide a short, analytical commentary on a topical issue.
The recommended length for guest editorials is 2,000
words. Some issues of the journal may also contain review
articles (5,000 words) and debate essays (3,000 words).
Review articles will feature a discussion of two or three
books on a related theme while debate articles will assess
an area within the scholarly disciplines or policies pertinent
to health.  For specific comments on the appropriateness
of an idea for a review article, debate essay or a research
article generally, please contact Adam Oliver at
a.j.oliver@lse.ac.uk or Elias Mossialos at
e.a.mossialos@lse.ac.uk

4. Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not
been previously published and is not being considered for
publication elsewhere. Authors of articles published in the
journal assign copyright to Cambridge University Press
(with certain rights reserved) and you will receive a
copyright assignment form for signature on acceptance of
your paper.

5. Authors should submit ONE copy of their articles in hard
copy, in a clearly legible typed format, and a further

electronic copy in Microsoft Word (on diskette or CD). 
All submissions should include a separate page with the
names and current affiliations of all authors and full
contact details for the corresponding author (email
address, phone and fax numbers, and mailing address).
The entire manuscript should be double-spaced, with a
left-hand margin of at least 25 mm/1 inch.  Manuscripts
not accepted for publication will not normally be returned
to authors unless specifically requested. 

6. All articles should be written in English (authors are
responsible for any language editing required) and should
follow the style sheet which contains detailed information
on referencing, footnotes, spelling etc. The full style sheet
may be found at: journals.cambridge.org/hep or obtained
from the Editorial Assistant (hepl@lse.ac.uk).

7. When an article has been accepted for publication, the
author should supply a copy of the final version by
email (hepl@lse.ac.uk).

8. First proofs may be read and corrected by contributors
provided they can return the corrected proofs within two
days of receiving them. 
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International Committee of Medical Journal Editors’
Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to
Biomedical Journals. Authors should familiarise themselves
with the Uniform Requirements at www.ICMJE.org
before submitting their manuscripts.

10. Authors of accepted articles will be supplied with two
complimentary copies of the printed issue in which their
contribution is published. Each contributor shall on request
also be provided with a copy of the PDF version of their
article to create printed offprints.
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